In the 1920s, the Mediterranean coasts of France and Italy became
forever synonymous with glamour, style, luxury and pleasure. A
century later, the Riviera Collection by Burlington captures their
unique spirit, and the extraordinary times that transformed them.
On the map, the Riviera is the stretch of sun-blessed coast between Marseilles and La Spezia. In our
minds, though, it’s a byword for glamorous, stylish living. Its famous resorts - Nice, St Tropez, Cannes,
San Remo, Rapallo, Portofino – are the homes and holiday haunts of millionaires, champions and
movie stars. It was here that the suntan first became fashionable, courtesy of Coco Chanel. And its
heyday was the 1920’s, usually described as “the golden years” that bequeathed us the timeless elegance
of the Art Deco and Style Moderne movements, all perfectly captured in our Riviera Collection.
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Riviera Collection

The Riviera Collection by Burlington is inspired
by the Art Deco and Style Moderne designs of the
1920s, which still grace luxury hotels, grand public
buildings and private residences to this day.
After the hardship, drudgery and
destruction of the Great War, the world
was eager for comfort, excitement and
change – and the 1920s delivered all
three. Everyday life was transformed
by a wave of energy, optimism and
creativity, embracing everything from
music and fashion to architecture and
engineering. Suddenly, form was as
important as function, and nothing
embodied this philosophy more
completely, effectively and beautifully
than Art Deco and Style Moderne.
Both styles are characterised by
clean lines and straight edges, corners
are soft and rounded, creating a
smooth, streamlined appearance
Designed by UK design group
Christian Booth Design, the Riviera
Collection is inspired by those classic
principles, with forms, shapes and
sizes subtly interpreted to make it
suitable for period properties and
contemporary settings alike.
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Riviera in a traditional shower room

The 1920s was all about progress,
innovation and a conscious break with
the past. In the same spirit, Riviera is
a modern interpretation of Art Deco’s
forms and principles, rather than a
straightforward reproduction. Within
the collection, you’ll find everything
you need to create a complete, unified
look faithful to the original.

Riviera dual valve, slide rail, handset and hose, and 9” Airburst shower head.
Shower basket. Riviera 580mm D shape basin with semi pedestal, 3 tap hole
basin mixer, click-clack waste. Burlington Arched mirror, round lights and
towel ring. Riviera wall hung WC with soft-close seat, concealed cistern
including lever and WC roll holder. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection
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Riviera Collection

Left: Riviera 580mm D shape basin with semi pedestal, 3 tap hole basin
mixer, click-clack waste. Burlington Arched mirror, round lights and towel
ring. Right: Riviera wall hung WC with soft-close seat, concealed cistern
including lever and WC roll holder. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Showering

Although the 1920s were an era of rapid
change and technological progress, some
comforts we take for granted today were
then only for a select few.
In the 1920s, showers were almost unknown in bathrooms,
which were themselves far from commonplace beyond
the confines of luxury hotels and wealthy homes. Happily,
the Riviera Collection belongs firmly in the 21st Century,
so includes a complete range of showering brassware, and
make striking statements in walk-in settings.
The Riviera shower mixer (shown left) has two outlets
feeding an elegant fixed showerhead and handspray, with
thermostatic control valves ensuring accurate temperature
control and fast, safe cut-off. The fixed showerhead has
Airburst technology that gives you the frankly decadent
sensation of showering in champagne bubbles, while also
saving water. Form and function at its finest.
There are a wide choice of shower combinations using
the thermostatic mixer, including bath filling, these can be
selected to match your needs. To view the full range visit
burlingtonbathrooms.com

Riviera dual valve, slide rail, handset and hose,
and 9” Airburst shower head. Shower basket.
All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection

Riviera in a contemporary setting

Like all truly great design, Art Deco has
stood the test of time. Even today, it looks
as striking and dynamic, yet refined
and elegant, as it did in the 1920s. This
timelessness means Riviera fits perfectly in
both period and contemporary settings, with
sizes and proportions specifically matched
to modern tastes and requirements. It also
blends seamlessly with traditional baths
from the Burlington range and sleek modern
designs from the Clearwater collection.

Riviera 650mm Square basin with 650mm Matt White vanity unit, 3 tap
hole basin mixer and click-clack waste. Riviera wall hung WC with soft-close
seat and Crosswater in wall frame and glass flush plate. Clearwater Patinato
Petite bath, smart waste, shown with, Riviera 4 hole bath mixer including
handset and pull out hose. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
To view the full range of Clearwater baths visit clearwaterbaths.com
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Riviera Collection

Left: Riviera 650mm Square basin with 650mm Matt White vanity unit, 3 tap hole basin mixer
and click-clack waste. Above: Riviera wall hung WC with soft-close seat and Crosswater in wall
frame and glass flush plate. Clearwater Patinato Petite bath, smart waste, shown with Riviera 4
hole bath mixer including handset and pull out hose. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection

Riviera in a cloakroom

The cloakroom may not be the largest room in your home, but it’s the one all
your visitors are likely to see and make use of. The Riviera Collection’s simple,
uncluttered design and sensible range of sizes means it works beautifully at
all scales, so even the smallest space can still be perfectly formed.

Riviera 450mm 2 tap hole cloakroom basin, Riviera pillar taps, plug
and chain waste and bottle trap. Soap dish and Towel ring. Riviera
back-to-wall WC with soft-close seat, concealed cistern including
lever. WC roll holder. All fittings and accessories are Gold finish.

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Riviera in a classic space

The Riviera Collection’s Art Deco inspiration
is clearly evident in the vanity unit, which
combines clean geometric lines, soft colours
and carefully considered practical details.
Add in our elegant wall mounted brassware
and you have an authentic yet contemporary
piece that will look wonderful, and work
perfectly, for years to come.

Riviera 650mm Square basin with 650mm Matt Blue vanity unit, wall mounted
basin mixer and click-clack waste. Riviera back-to-wall WC with soft-close seat,
concealed cistern including lever. Soap dish. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection
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Riviera 650mm Square basin with 650mm Matt Blue vanity unit, wall mounted basin mixer
and click-clack waste. Riviera back-to-wall WC with soft-close seat, concealed cistern
including lever. Soap dish and WC Roll holder. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection
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Riviera Brassware

Another defining feature of Art Deco
design is that all necessary functional
elements are either made beautiful to
look at, or hidden away entirely. We’ve
applied that thinking in Riviera by using
innovative technology, the finest materials
and manufacturing techniques.
As well as forms and shapes, the original Art Deco
designers were captivated by materials. And while they
themselves were predominantly artists producing
individual items, they were also fascinated by the
then-new phenomenon of mass production, and
the simplicity, symmetry and uniformity of objects
made by machines. So we’re confident they would
thoroughly approve of our Riviera brassware.
The tap bodies and spouts are perfectly cylindrical;
the handles have small facets that add a subtle visual
detail and make them pleasingly tactile. In all three and
four hole basin and bath mixers, the valve mechanism
is completely concealed, with the sleek, unadorned
escutcheon giving a neat, precise fit. All Riviera Collection
taps and mixers are available in Chrome or Gold finish.

London Round bath shown with
Riviera bath shower mixer, Chrome.
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Riviera Collection

Riviera in a family bathroom

Style Moderne design perfectly
balances form and function. The
Riviera Collection follows the same
philosophy, with numerous small but
beautifully thought-out details that
enhance comfort and convenience.
For example, a bath filler which
allows the rim of the bath to remain
uncluttered, and a bathscreen with
an access panel that allows you
turn on the shower and adjust the
temperature, without getting wet.

Riviera 580mm D shape basin with full pedestal, 1 tap hole basin
mixer and click-clack waste. Riviera close-coupled back-to-wall
WC with soft-close seat. Hampton 1700 left-handed bath,
bathscreen with access panel and claw feet, P trap and P trap
connection pipe. Shown with Riviera dual valve and bath filler,
hose and handset. Trafalgar radiator, Curved mirror and Edwardian
round LED lights. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
To view the full range of Burlington traditional baths
visit burlingtonbathrooms.com
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Left: Riviera 580mm D shape basin with full pedestal, 1 tap hole basin mixer and click-clack
waste. Riviera close-coupled back-to-wall WC with soft-close seat. Right: Hampton 1700
left-handed bath, bathscreen with access panel and claw feet. Shown with Riviera dual
valve and bath filler, hose and handset. All fittings and accessories are Chrome.
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Riviera Collection
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Riviera Collection

Riviera for grand spaces

The Mediterranean’s balmy climate positively encourages taking your time
over things. Riviera furniture is available in a range of soft shades that give
your bathroom that same pleasant sense of unhurried indulgence.

Riviera 580mm Square basin with 580mm Matt Pink vanity unit with Gold handles, 3 tap hole
basin mixer and click-clack waste. Single soap dispenser. Riviera close-coupled open-back
WC with Gold cistern lever and soft-close seat. Windsor bath with claw feet, White and Riviera
3 hole bath filler and bath overflow, plug and chain. All fittings and accessories are Gold finish.

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Riviera Collection

Windsor bath with claw feet, White and Riviera
3 hole bath filler. Bath overflow, plug and chain.
All fittings and accessories are Gold finish.
To view the full range of Burlington traditional baths
visit burlingtonbathrooms.com

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Technical Directory
The following pages provide product specifications and
information. For full technical details and dimensional drawings
please refer to the White Book website bbwhitebook.com
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Riviera Collection

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Ceramic products

PAGES 32-37

Riviera ceramics are handcrafted using refined clays
from Devon and Cornwall. After glazing, they’re kilnfired at 1350°C, which transforms them into high-quality
vitreous china that meets or exceeds all relevant UK and
European standards. All Riviera ceramics are backed by
our lifetime guarantee* for your complete peace of mind.

Vanity units

PAGES 34-35

Riviera vanity units are made from materials specially
selected to withstand the rigours of life in the bathroom,
where temperature and humidity can vary widely. Each
part is coated with five layers of primer, before the final
colour coating is applied; this top coat is UV-resistant to
reduce the effects of exposure to bright sunlight. Riviera
vanity units are supplied fully assembled for simple
installation, with adjustable feet to ensure stability and
protect them from wet floors. All Riviera furniture is
guaranteed for 10 years*.

Brass taps and mixers

PAGES 38-41

Riviera brassware is made from pure brass ingots,
which are cast and machined to precise standards,
then finished in chromium-plate or PVD Gold. Normally
used for fine jewellery, PVD Gold is highly durable and
has excellent corrosion resistance. All Riviera taps and
mixers are fitted with aerated flow spouts for a smooth
‘champagne’ flow that not only feels good but also
saves water; flow is controlled by long-lasting ceramic
disc quarter-turn cartridges. Riviera brassware is
suitable for installation on high or low pressure water
systems, and is supplied with a 15-year guarantee*.

Thermostatic showers

PAGES 42-43

Riviera thermostatic shower mixers are brass
castings with ceramic disc flow control and wax
thermostatic cartridges for precise temperature
control and fast shut-off in the event of cold water
failure. The thermostatic mixers are approved by the
Water Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS).

Accessories

PAGES 44-45

To complement the Riviera Collection, we’ve created
a comprehensive range of accessories, which offer
elegant Art Deco-inspired design with practicality and
longevity. View the full range of accessories online.

*For full details of our guarantees, please see
our website burlingtonbathrooms.com/guarantee

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Wash basins

D shape basins
The Riviera D shape wash basin has sweeping corners
and an ergonomic design that is especially suitable for
smaller spaces. Available in both 580mm and 650mm
sizes, the full and semi pedestal models can also be
wall mounted; the semi-inset model (580mm only)
is designed to fit on a purpose-made countertop for
a sleek fitted look. All wash basins have a choice of
tapholes to suit the brassware selected.

The Riviera Collection includes a choice
of six different wash basins to suit all
spaces and installation requirements.

Full pedestal

Semi pedestal

Semi inset

Riviera 580mm D shape basin
with Riviera full pedestal

Riviera 580mm D shape basin
with Riviera semi pedestal

Riviera 580mm semi inset basin

W: 580mm D: 470mm H: 847mm

W: 580mm D: 470mm

Basin

RIV3*

£159

Basin

RIV3*

£159

Full pedestal

RIV6

£100

Semi pedestal

RIV7

£100

£259

Complete price

Complete price		
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Basin

Riviera 650mm D shape basin
with Riviera semi pedestal

W: 650mm D: 470mm H: 847mm

W: 650mm D: 470mm

Basin

RIV4*

£169

Basin

RIV4*

£169

Full pedestal

RIV6

£100

Semi pedestal

RIV7

£100

£269

Complete price		

Riviera Collection

RIV5*

£189

£259

Riviera 650mm D shape basin
with Riviera full pedestal

Complete price		

W: 580mm D: 470mm

£269

*Basins are available in 0, 1, 2 and
3 tap hole versions. Simply add
NTH, 1TH, 2TH or 3TH to the code.
Brassware is not included.

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Square basins
Bold yet refined with elegant ceramic detailing, the
Riviera Square wash basins have a timeless look in
keeping with their Art Deco inspiration. Square wash
basins are available in both 580mm and 650mm
sizes and can be wall mounted, fitted on a full or semi
pedestal, or mounted on the Vanity units shown on
pages 34 and 35. Both offer a choice of tapholes to
suit the brassware selected. There’s also a compact
cloakroom basin with 2 tapholes for pillar taps,
designed for wall mounting only.

Full pedestal

Semi pedestal

Cloakroom

Riviera 580mm Square basin
with Riviera full pedestal

Riviera 580mm Square basin
with Riviera semi pedestal

Riviera 450mm Cloakroom basin

W: 580mm D: 470mm H: 847mm

W: 580mm D: 470mm

Basin

RIV1*

£199

Basin

RIV1*

£199

Full pedestal

RIV6

£100

Semi pedestal

RIV7

£100

£299

Complete price

Complete price		

W: 450mm D: 320mm
Basin

£299

Riviera 650mm Square basin
with Riviera full pedestal

Riviera 650mm Square basin
with Riviera semi pedestal

W: 650mm D: 470mm H: 847mm

W: 650mm D: 470mm

Basin

RIV2*

£219

Basin

RIV2*

£219

Full pedestal

RIV6

£100

Semi pedestal

RIV7

£100

£319

Complete price		

Complete price		

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera

£319

RIV8 2TH

£109

The Cloakroom basin is 2 taphole
only and is not designed for
use with either pedestal.

All prices include VAT at 20%.
All measurements are represented in mm.
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Vanity units
Supplied fully assembled for easy installation, Riviera
Vanity units are available in two sizes to accommodate
580mm or 650mm Square wash basins, and finished in a
choice of Matt White, Matt Pink or Matt Blue. The lower
shelf provides handy storage for towels.

34

Riviera Collection

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Vanity units
Riviera Vanity unit with 580mm basin

Riviera Vanity unit with 650mm basin

W: 580mm D: 470mm H: 880mm

W: 650mm D: 470mm H: 880mm

Basin

RIV1*

£199

Basin

RIV2*

Vanity unit Matt Blue

RIVF580B

Vanity unit Matt Pink

RIVF580P

Vanity unit Matt White

RIVF580W

£219

£829

Vanity unit Matt Blue

RIVF650B

£869

£829

Vanity unit Matt Pink

RIVF650P

£869

£829

Vanity unit Matt White

RIVF650W

£869

Handle options
The Vanity unit is supplied with chrome
handles. Optional handles in a Gold or
Nickel finish are available.
Gold finish x 2

RIVF 11

£32

*Basins are available in 0, 1, 2 and 3 tap hole
versions. Simply add NTH, 1TH, 2TH or 3TH
to the code. Brassware is not included.

Nickel x 2

RIVF 12

£33

All prices include VAT at 20%. All measurements are represented in mm.

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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WCs
Beautifully finished with classic Art Deco detailing, there’s a Riviera
WC to suit every installation requirement. The close-coupled model is
available as an elegant full back-to-wall model or an open-back model
for use where the plumbing has to be exposed. The cistern lever is neatly
and unobtrusively positioned on the right-hand side. The range includes
wall hung and back-to-wall models for use with an in-wall cistern.

Open-back

Full back-to-wall

Close-coupled
Riviera close-coupled open-back
pan and cistern inc fittings

Riviera close-coupled full back-to-wall
pan and cistern inc fittings

W: 357mm D: 660mm H: 820mm

W: 357mm D: 660mm H: 820mm

Pan

RIV9

£299

Pan

RIV10

£299

Cistern

RIV11

£159

Cistern

RIV11

£159

Seat

RIV.025

£129

Seat

RIV.025

£129

£587

Complete price		

Complete price		
(Complete price includes Chrome flush lever)
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£587

(Complete price includes Chrome flush lever)

Cistern lever Gold

ARCSP6 GOLD

£35

Cistern lever Gold

ARCSP6 GOLD

£35

Cistern lever Nickel

ARCSP6

£35

Cistern lever Nickel

ARCSP6

£35

Riviera Collection

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Back-to-wall

Wall hung

Riviera back-to-wall WC

Riviera wall hung WC

W: 359mm D: 535mm H: 420mm
For use with a concealed cistern

W: 359mm D: 535mm H: 420mm
For use with a concealed cistern

Pan

RIV12

Seat

RIV.025

Complete price		

£279

Pan

RIV13

£129

Seat

RIV.025

£408

Concealed cisterns

Complete price		

£299
£129
£428

Concealed cisterns

Concealed cistern including lever

Concealed cistern including lever

Gold

F6CC RIVGP

£174

Gold

F6CC RIVGP

£174

Chrome

F6CC RIVCP

£171

Chrome

F6CC RIVCP

£171

All WCs are supplied with either floor mounting bolt kits or
wall mounting bolts to fit to an in-wall frame. They conform to
all water regulations and have the highest performance rating
under the Unified Water Label water efficiency scheme.

Riviera soft close WC seat

Alternative finishes

Hinges supplied are Chrome. Gold finish and
Nickel hinges sold separately, see below.

Gold and Nickel finishes are available for toilet seat
hinges and cistern levers. The cisterns and seats are
supplied with Chrome as standard, simply add the option
of Gold or Nickel as to match with the brassware.

Seat with Chrome hinges

RIV.025

£129

Gold hinges

RIV.030

£49

Nickel hinges

RIV.031

£49

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera

All prices include VAT at 20%. All measurements are represented in mm.
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Basin brassware
Riviera taps and mixers have bodies and spouts in the form
of perfect cylinders, complemented by elegant 1920s-style
faceted handles. The range covers all requirements, from
simple pillar taps to a one hole basin mixer with high
swivel spout and elegant three-piece mixers.
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Riviera Collection

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

All prices include VAT at 20%. All measurements are represented in mm.

Basin taps
Riviera basin pillar taps

Riviera 3 hole deck basin mixer

Riviera basin mixer

The pillar taps are of neat
cylindrical design and operate
with quarter turn control.

The 3 hole mixer is very elegant as
the valve mechanism is mounted
under the basin so all that is visible
is handle and escutcheon.

The elegant 1 hole basin mixer
has a high swivel spout mounted
on the main body, finished off with
stylish faceted handles.

Gold

RIV6 GOLD

£339

Gold

RIV8 GOLD

£309

Chrome

RIV6 CHR

£249

Chrome

RIV8 CHR

£239

Gold

RIV7 GOLD

£229

Chrome

RIV7 CHR

£199

Gold or Chrome
All of the taps and mixers in the Riviera
range are available in our PVD Gold finish or
Chrome, and come with our 15 year guarantee.

Wall taps
Riviera wall mounted basin mixer
The wall mounted 3 hole mixer
allows the basin deck to be
completely clear and uncluttered.
This fitting is supplied with two
spouts of different lengths: 140mm
and 220mm to suit the exact
installation requirement. An in-wall
fitting kit makes installation simple.

Basin plug and chain

Gold

RS GOLD

£468

Gold

W1 GOLD

£40

Gold

W11 GOLD

£40

Chrome

RS CHR

£368

Chrome

W1

£20

Chrome

W11

£30

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera

Click-clack basin waste
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Bath brassware
Riviera bath brassware includes rim mounted and floormounted fittings to suit baths from Burlington’s traditional
range and modern baths from Clearwater. The Riviera wall
thermostat can also be used with the bath overflow filler.

Rim mounted

Riviera 3 hole bath set
The 3 hole bath filler is rim mounted and
matches the design of the 3 piece basin mixer.
The spout swivels for ease of access.
Gold

RIV32 GOLD

£679

Chrome

RIV32 CHR

£525

Riviera bath shower mixer
with handset and hose kit
The Riviera bath shower mixer fits neatly
on the rim and includes a handspray with
wall station for over-bath showering.
Gold

RIV4 GOLD

£689

Chrome

RIV4 CHR

£579

Gold or Chrome
All bath taps and mixers in the Riviera range
are available in a Gold finish or Chrome, and
come with our 15 year guarantee.

Riviera 4 hole bath set
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A rim mounted bath filler with a divertor which
sends the water flow to a handspray. The spout
swivels for ease of access and the shower hose
hides away under the bath when not in use.

Riviera deck-mounted panel valves

Gold

RIV33 GOLD

£939

Gold

RIV34 GOLD

£525

Chrome

RIV33 CHR

£729

Chrome

RIV34 CHR

£399

Riviera Collection

The RIV34 side panel valves can be coupled
with a RIV36 combined bath overflow/filler.

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Wall mounted

All prices include VAT at 20%.

Overflow bath filler
with click-clack waste
The dual outlet thermostat
can be fitted to the wall
above the bath and can
be used to fill the bath
through a RIV36 overflow
filler and provide safe
overbath showering.

Gold

RIV36 GOLD

£525

Chrome

RIV36 CHR

£249
Bath filler overflow
extension kit
For use on stone baths,
which feature a thicker
material/surface profile.
RIV38

Floor mounted

£85

Riviera floor mounted bath shower
mixer with handset and hose kit
The RIV4 bath/shower mixer can be mounted
on RIV15 legs to provide bath and shower use
for baths that require floor mounted fittings.
Gold
Bath legs

RIV15 GOLD

£469

Bath mixer

RIV4 GOLD

£689

Total

£1,158

Bath legs

RIV15 CHR		

£295

Bath mixer

RIV4 CHR

£579

Total

£874

Chrome

Exposed bath overflow,
plug and chain
Bath overflow plug
& chain waste

Baths

Gold

W3 GOLD

Chrome

W3

Cannot be fitted directly
under a rim mounted spout.
£105
£85

Gold

W4 GOLD

£250

Chrome

W4

£169

To select the correct brassware for your bath refer to the compatibility chart on our website burlingtonbathrooms.com

Traditional baths

Contemporary baths

Burlington has a wide range of Traditional bath models
that work perfectly with the Riviera range. Please see
the website for full details: burlingtonbathrooms.com.

If you wish for a contemporary bath in your Riviera
bathroom, there is a variety of baths available from
Clearwater, see clearwaterbaths.com for the full range.

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Showering brassware
With single and dual-outlet control valves, together with a choice of fixed
shower heads and hoses and handsprays, the Riviera showering brassware
range includes everything you need for over-bath and walk-in installations.

The bathroom on page 22 shows the thermostat installed to control the flexible over-bath
shower or to fill the bath. The thermostat is operated through an opening door in the glass
screen that prevents you getting wet before your shower is ready and up to temperature.
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Riviera Collection

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Shower valve
The Riviera range includes the latest in thermostatic shower control
for perfect operation and peace of mind. Ceramic discs control the
flow whilst the temperature is managed by an advanced thermostat
which monitors temperature and shuts down immediately in the
event of hot or cold water failure. The handles and face plate match
the Riviera brassware designs.
There are two models, a single outlet version, for showers with either
a fixed overhead or a flexible hose and handspray or a two outlet
version for two shower outlets or for one shower and bath filling.
The two outlet valve can be installed with both a fixed and flexible
shower, it has a built-in divertor to switch between the two. Both
valves are WRAS approved
Single outlet Gold

R1SV GOLD

£584

Single outlet Chrome

R1SV CHR

£534

Dual outlet Gold

R2SV GOLD

£584

Dual outlet Chrome

R2SV CHR

£534

Riviera fixed shower head
The fixed shower head is available in three sizes
6”, 9” and 12” in chrome and 9” in Gold finish. The
shower head includes ‘airburst’ technology which
introduces air into the flow to create a champagne
effect, whilst also saving on water consumption.
Gold 9”

V17 GOLD

£209

Chrome 6”

V16

£135

Chrome 9”

V17

£219

Chrome 12”

V60

£269

Straight shower arm
Gold

V11 GOLD

£95

Chrome

V11

£59

Fixed hose and handspray
The flexible hose and handspray,
available in Chrome or Gold finish is
supplied with wall outlet and shower
station as shown. It can also be
used with optional slide bar.
Gold

RIV20 GOLD

£299

Chrome

RIV20 CHR

£269

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera

Riviera 1000mm slidebar
with adjustable bracket
Gold

RIV37 GOLD

£269

Chrome

RIV37 CHR

£135

All prices include VAT at 20%. All measurements are represented in mm.
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Accessories
To complement the Riviera Collection, we’ve created a comprehensive
range of accessories that combine elegant Art Deco-inspired design
with practicality and longevity. As well as mirrors, lights, baskets and
towel radiators in chromium plate, you can choose from a selection
of accessories in our jewellery-grade PVD Gold finish. To see the full
range please visit our website burlingtonbathrooms.com

Accessories

WC roll holder

Towel ring

Gold

A5 GOLD

Chrome

A5 CHR

£209
£95

Single soap dispenser

Double robe hook

Gold

A3 GOLD

£99

Gold

A4 GOLD

£89

Chrome

A3 CHR

£65

Chrome

A4 CHR

£65

Soap dish

Tumbler holder

Gold

A19 GOLD

£139

Gold

A1 GOLD

£99

Gold

A2 GOLD

£99

Chrome

A19 CHR

£129

Chrome

A1 CHR

£65

Chrome

A2 CHR

£65

View our brochure online
View the entire range of Burlington products and
accessories in our latest brochure, found in the
inspiration section of the Burlington website
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All prices include VAT at 20%.
All measurements are represented in mm.

For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Towel rail
Chrome

Soap basket
A7 CHR

£75

Chrome

Corner basket
A13 CHR

£65

Chrome

Lights

A22 CHR

£139

Lights are sold individually

Burlington Round light
with chrome base and opal
glass tube shade
Chrome

EL/BL13

Burlington Ornate light
with chrome base and opal
glass cup shade

Edwardian Single Round
LED Light chrome
£255

Chrome

T50

£120

Chrome

EL/BL21

£255

Radiators and mirrors

Trafalgar radiator

Berkeley radiator

Arched mirror

W: 642 L: 235 H: 950

W: 642 L: 235 H: 950

W: 500 L: 30 H: 700

Chrome

R1 CHR

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera

£729

Chrome

R4 CHR

£589

Chrome

A9		

£269
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Bathrooms and Burlington
Burlington enables homeowners to create bathrooms with the classic forms and
finishes from the past but made to modern quality and performance standards.
Today, we take internal plumbing and bathrooms for
granted but until Victorian times, they were very much
a novelty – and a luxury far beyond the reach of all but a
favoured few. London finally acquired mains sewerage in
1866, but only after a series of public health scandals and
an Act of Parliament; many houses didn’t have piped
water until the early 1900s.
Early bathrooms were fairly rudimentary affairs, with
basins and toilets made from earthenware, baths in copper,
tin or cast iron, and taps just simple brass castings. Then in
the late Victorian period, improved plumbing and higher
quality materials became available. During the Edwardian
era, fitted indoor bathrooms began to appear in homes
across the land, although it would be another 20 years or
so before they became the rule, rather than the exception.
At the turn of the 20th Century, bathroom product
design was still in its infancy, and form was still
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subservient to function. Shapes were square and
geometric, with deep upstands on washbasins and large
feet on pedestals. More rounded, opulent designs began
to appear in the years immediately before the First World
War, reflecting the art and architecture of that carefree,
innocent time now known as la belle epoque.
Burlington’s designs have enabled homeowners to
create bathrooms with the authentic outlines, forms and
finishes of this pivotal period in history. The Victorian and
Edwardian models faithfully capture the original designs
in all their robust, timeless, seemingly everlasting glory.
The Burlington Classic basin, for example, is a perfect
reproduction of the ‘Cliffe Vale’ washbasin, originally
produced in 1896. The Arcade collection recreates the
more elegant, sophisticated designs that emerged during
those peaceful, prosperous pre-First World War years.
In an age of minimalism and stark, functional spaces,
Burlington offers a sanctuary for those who seek the
comfort, familiarity and reassurance of more traditional
styling. It’s a great choice for renovation and replacement

projects, and increasingly popular in new-build settings.
As well as ceramic, baths and brassware, the range
includes beautifully designed towel radiators, glass
shower enclosures, accessories and furniture.
But bathroom design didn’t stand still. After the
privations of the Great War, the 1920s ushered in a
dazzling new age of optimism, pleasure-seeking, luxury
– even decadence – and style. In this giddy whirl of
innovation, creativity and daring, much of our modern
world was invented. And just as society was swept by new
trends in everything from travel and fashion to music and
dance, so architects and designers were captivated by the
bold new forms of -Art Deco and Style Moderne.
Burlington reflects this evolution, and its inspiration,
with the new Riviera Collection. With its precise,
geometric forms and subtle linear detailing, Riviera
beautifully captures the classic 1920s style.
Burlington brings the finest quality complete
traditional bathroom ranges with genuine and inspired
designs from the late 19th Century through to the 1930s.

burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
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Contact
Online
You can view the full Riviera Collection by Burlington
on our website alongside exclusive styling tips for your
bathroom and technical details about the product. If you
would prefer to view in person, you can use the website’s
showroom locator to find your nearest Riviera display.

*Riviera Guarantees are subject to online registration. Lifetime
guarantees represent the perceived lifetime of the product which
is 25 years. For full details on guarantees please visit:
burlingtonbathrooms.com/guarantee
burlingtonbathrooms.com/riviera
All Riviera products are design registered.
Burlington and Riviera are registered trademarks.

In Store
There is a local Burlington specialist near you.
To find your nearest retailer, search our website under
burlingtonbathrooms.com/find-a-retailer.

Guarantees
All Riviera products are made using the highest quality
materials and are produced to meet or exceed European
and U.K. standards. With correct installation and use, the
products will give many years of trouble-free service.
All products within the range are covered by Burlington’s
guarantees*. For more information on guarantees visit
burlingtonbathrooms.com/guarantee

Riviera thermostats are WRAS approved.

Water Label
All Riviera WC’s and water fittings are
listed in the UWL Label Scheme.

Follow us on

Part of the
Bathroom Brands Group
burlingtonbathrooms.com
March, 2022.

Lake View House
Rennie Drive, Dartford,
Kent, DA1 5FU

